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A B S T R A C T

This paper introduces a novel structural concept for free-form shells, in which the shape is decomposed
into flat concrete tiles to be assembled sequentially with the help of falseworks. All tiles can be
prefabricated in the shop with an adaptable and reusable molding system. Once the assembly is
completed, the tiles are post-tensioned through a network of cables to minimize tension and avoid
detachment. The top surface can finally be completed with an in situ cast layer that fills the gaps
and activates the entire shell behavior. In contrast, the bottom surface maintains a jagged aesthetics.
The paper presents the automatic pipeline supporting the computational design of these shells, from
an input shape to its fabrication. The segmentation of the input shape is guided by a field-aligned
quad mesh derived from the principal stresses of the thin shell. The tiles are flattened individually
and extruded along the normal of the best-fitting plane. In this configuration, only edge midpoints of
adjacent tiles share a contact point. Thus, forces can mainly flow along the tiles’ cross directions. The
best configuration of cable paths and pre-loads is found by solving a constrained optimization problem
exploiting a reduced model of the shell as a network of beams. Six di�erent input shapes are tested to
demonstrate the applicability of the proposed design method. The working hypotheses are validated
through a higher-resolution nonlinear Finite Element Analysis. The fabrication pipeline is assessed
utilizing a reduced-scale 3D-printed replica.

1. Introduction

1.1. Context

Freeform concrete shells have recently regained popular-
ity thanks to computational tools, which allow the designer
to manipulate and explore complex shapes interactively.
Novel digital fabrication techniques have also narrowed the
gap between digital shape and fabricated structure [1, 2].
However, the actual fabrication of concrete shells, even on a
small scale, still poses challenges of feasibility and cost.

In this paper, the advantages of segmentation for pre-
fabrication in the shop are combined with the continuity
provided by a final on-site casting as in Fig. 1. This approach
was adopted in bold structural architectures from the past,
such as the ribbed shell of Palazzetto dello Sport in Rome
by Nervi. In the Nervi building system, curved precast
ferrocement panels supported by falsework are eventually
finished with in situ concrete. Flat prismatic tiles are the
best manufacturing option because they can be produced
o�-site with a master mold, which can be reused several
times. This strategy can achieve high e�ciency, precision,
and economy. Moreover, the spreading of digital fabrication
has made design variations for mass customization possible
and cheap. However, freeform shapes can not be naturally
split into flat tiles [3], and any discretization introduces
weak lines that may alter the load path [4]. Therefore, the
proposed method is based on the decomposition of free-form
shells into prismatic tiles, which are aligned to the principal
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stress directions for structural e�ciency and are flat for easy
fabrication. These tiles are in contact along edge midpoints
and are post-tensioned to favor a compression-only behavior.
An automatic pipeline that starts from a generic freeform
shape and delivers tile designs to the factory is developed.
The set of cables and their pre-load are optimized, and all
aspects of design and fabrication are addressed. Eventually,
the shell will be completed with on-site casting.

1.2. State of the art

Fabrication of concrete shells
The success of concrete shells lies in their ability to

develop membrane behavior through their shape and the
possibility of the wet material being cast in any required
geometry e�ciently. Forming appropriate 3D shells requires
pre-formed molds. Rigid, continuous, dense formworks have
made large and accurate concrete shells feasible since an-
cient times, from simple barrel vaults to funicular shapes.
While in the past, formworks were realized by skilled crafts-
men who cut and bent wood or metal panels, nowadays
additive [5] and subtractive fabrication [6] support their
realization as custom single-use pieces to be assembled.
However, these are labor-intensive and costly technologies,
especially if the degree of reuse is limited.
The stay-in-place formwork is a new concept contributing
to the gradual decrease of dense formwork. Both the mold
and the surface finishing of the completed shell are formed
by the same building apparatus on which concrete is cast or
sprayed on site. The resulting structure is monolithic, with
few or no joints. Emerging techniques involve knitted textiles
[7], wire mesh [8], grid shells [9], cable nets [10], bricks or
other flexible/solid patches.
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Figure 1: Conceptual view with technical details of our concrete shell: the shape is segmented into flat tiles that are jointed at
the midpoint of the edges and post-tensioned; the outer surface is finished with wire patches and in situ casting.

Alternatively, advances in manufacturing and analysis
have provided new concepts based on segmentation into
panels or tiles, which may be flat, single or double-curved.
The molds for these tiles are fabricable with numerically
controlled machines out of di�erent materials. However, a
single mold produces a unique element, leading to a low pre-
fabrication rate, especially in the case of variable curvature
and unavoidable waste production. Flexible formworks are
introduced as a viable alternative process to adapt their shape
and form a variety of molds [11]. Segmented shells made of
precast parts need to be assembled on-site with the inherent
formation of joints, which have to be sti� and resistant to
avoid hindering the shell behavior.

Reusing concrete panels from demolition is gaining pop-
ularity, pushed by a critical assessment of the entire building
sector concerning the sustainability of materials and pro-
cesses. The work [12] presents a 10-m arch bridge made of
reused cut-out blocks. This segmented system relies on post-
tensioned cables lying into drilled holes. The seams between
the blocks are filled with mortar.

Design and optimization of continuous and discrete
shells

The shell e�ciency is inherently linked to its shape
[13]. Form-finding produces e�ective shells showing only
in-plane internal forces for specific loading and boundary
conditions. Numerical form-finding techniques are available
[14], such as the Force Density, the Dynamic Relaxation, and
the Thrust Network Method. Numerous other derivations
from these core methods support the navigation of such
design space, i.e. [15, 16]. However, an optimal shape is
often only a first step in shell design. More structural and
buildability objectives could be included in this process
through dedicated optimization methods to make it feasible
in the real world [17, 18, 19, 20].

Adopting a segmented shell is practical from a manufactur-
ing perspective, but the number of variables and aspects to
handle in the design phase increases. Existing methods are
specific for a given material and construction technology.
A typical example is the piecewise wooden shell, which is
made of plates or cassettes [21, 22] combining the prefabri-
cation potential of timber modules and their simple on-site
joining. A reference example is the Armadillo Vault [23], a
free-form compression-only vault made of unique polygonal
stone tiles. The present work draws inspiration from the tes-
sellation following the force lines and the extrados geometry
forming disconnected planar faces. The ribbed concrete shell
used as a building floor in [24] is also a relevant demountable
prefabricated system. The shape is segmented into curved
patches based on the stress flow, and half-joints acting as
shear keys are adopted for edge-to-edge contacts. The work
in [25] makes a controlled use of gaps between tiles, forming
a free-form shell out of flat pieces. Their shape is optimized
to have a few reusable template elements. Similarly, gaps and
misalignment between flat tiles will be a prerequisite for the
present paper, even though the interface of tiles is enriched
with a connector and not just relying on friction as for the
method in [25].
Overall, the assembly of segmented shells remains the most
intricate problem [26, 27] if the aim is material saving,
i.e. avoiding a di�use sca�old, which was typically used
in the past for masonry vaults and arches. The authors in
[28] propose a staged block insertion through suspension
cables that minimized the cost and guaranteed equilibrium
of the assembled shell portion. Robotic assembly can also
provide the necessary restraints for bricks forming shells
with specific patterns [29]. In general, finding the most ap-
propriate assembly sequence is complex and depends on the
number of blocks, the tessellation, and the target shape. The
di�culties also arise with the involvement of equilibrium
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 2: (a-b) Detailed design of the prismatic tile with embedded cables’ ducts and steel C-profile segments at the contact
interfaces. (c) Adaptable molding system.

and deformation computation at each construction state and
the possibility to adopt temporal supports as in [30]. A
separate study will be dedicated to this problem.

1.3. Objectives and overview

The global objective of this research is to provide a new
type of post-tensioned segmented concrete shells, fabrica-
ble in the shop out of precast tiles, along with a tailored
computational method allowing their automatic design from
a generic input shape. This structural system aims at pro-
viding a formwork-free alternative to materialize free-form
concrete shells. This paper focuses primarily on the design
methodology. Sec. 2 describes the genesis of the tiles from a
geometric perspective as the result of a pipeline starting from
an input design shape. Other components, such as the cables
and the wire mesh, are additionally defined. Sec. 3 includes
the definition of a reduced model to size the structural
members and to find an appropriate post-tensioning cable
set. As a final verification step, a finite element model is
built to assess the obtained results and check their accuracy
(Sec. 4). These three steps are visualized with the support of
a reference case study Igloo, shown in Fig. 1. This shell has
a size of 14.85x13.00x4.73 m and is shaped as a funicular
surface, having large holes on the boundary and five supports
(see Tab. 2 in Sec. 5 for more statistics). Its maximum span
is 14.5m. Eventually, Sec. 5 reports and discusses the results
achieved on other case studies with diverse input shapes. The
present research expands and validates the exploratory idea
presented in [31].

1.4. Concept and fabrication

The proposed concept addresses the challenges that
emerged from the state of the art in concrete shell fabrication
by adopting segmentation and post-tensioning. The shape is
decomposed into flat quadrilateral tiles to form right prisms
(with sides and faces forming 90˝ angles), touching each
other at the midpoint of their edges. This segmented shell is
e�cient as long as all tiles remain in contact, i.e. the shell is
compressed. Once assembled, the tiles are post-tensioned to
minimize the resulting tension on the structure under service
load. The outer surface is eventually completed with an in
situ cast that fills the gaps and activates the shell behavior.
On this basis, the shell will also develop a considerable
bending strength at completion.

The shape decomposition is driven by mechanical and
aesthetic purposes. Firstly, an e�cient flow of forces is to be
guaranteed. Second, the misalignment and gaps between the
tiles are required to be as small as possible to form a pleasant,
jagged appearance while avoiding concrete draining in the
final in situ cast.

In this segmented assembly of tiles, by design, the ad-
jacent faces of neighboring tiles come almost in touch at
their mid side. The force transfer from tile to tile is a
delicate task requiring also bending and shear capacity and
is performed by a steel connector. C-profile steel segments
are incorporated during the tile fabrication to avoid possible
local failure due to contacts and localized loads (Fig. 2a).
These steel components serve two additional functions: (a)
restraining the ducts during the tiles’ fabrication and (b)
accommodating the connectors (bolts and plates, in dashed
lines in Fig. 2b), which provide support during the assembly
of the shell and sti�ening for the assembled structure, since
this kind of shells are not inherently rigid.

All tiles are unique and identified by a label. However,
they can be prefabricated in the shop with the same adaptable
and reusable molding system. One low-tech proposal for this
molding system is shown in Fig. 2c. The mold walls form a
reciprocal system in which the head of each beam (wall) can
slide with a pin into its reciprocal. Thus, any angle and edge
length can be obtained. Also, singular tiles, like triangles
and polygons, can be formed with this system by adding or
removing walls. Before casting, the desired mold shape is
locked, and the pin channels are sealed, for instance with a
PE foil running along the mold wall.

The shell assembly (Fig. 3) requires falseworks to fulfill
the stability of the tiles once they are sequentially moved to
their target position. The shape curvature and the anchoring
of connectors between the tiles gradually favor the formation
of increasingly stable patches. The tiles are joined only
through the connectors, which can transfer tension and com-
pression as soon as the assembly is completed. So, localized
bending stress could a�ect a tile during the assembly. Once
all tiles are placed, the cables can be pushed into the ducts
and post-tensioned from one extremity, applying the desired
pre-load (Fig. 3c). For practical and easy access to jacks or
turnbuckles at their extremities, the cables always terminate
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3: Assembly: (a) laying the tiles starting from the supports; (b) sequential assembly with falseworks; (c) completion and
post-tensioning.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 4: Pipeline: (a) input shape; (b) stress isolines from the continuum thin shell; (c) field-driven quad mesh; (d) disjointed
flat tiles.

on the boundary of the shell. Once the cables have been post-
tensioned, the ducts can be grouted so that the cables can be
e�ectively coupled with concrete.

2. Geometric design

The pipeline to produce the tiles is depicted in Fig. 4.
The target shape is required to be a membrane or quasi-
membrane in order to keep the shell e�cient and its thick-
ness low, working primarily under in-plane loads. The input
shape (Fig. 4a) is converted into a thin shell, on which a
static analysis is computed under a uniformly distributed
load. The resulting principal stress lines (Fig. 4b) yield a
cross-field used for producing a quad mesh (Fig. 4c) and the
accompanying prismatic tiles (Fig. 4d). Aligning the shell
discontinuities to the stress field is a strategy also adopted in
[23, 24].

The faces of the quad mesh can have arbitrary curvature
as in Fig. 5. A straightforward choice to obtain face planarity
would be to project its vertices on the checkerboard mesh
black faces (Fig. 5). The checkerboard mesh associated with
the starting quad mesh is a derivation of the Varignon theo-
rem: a polygon (i.e., Varignon polygon) formed by the edge
midpoint subdivision of a control face (quad in our case)
is always planar irrespective of the starting face planarity
[32]. The checkerboard mesh has ‘black’ planar rhomboid
faces and arbitrary non-planar ‘white’ faces. The rhomboid
vertices are exactly overlapping by construction. Instead, in
this work, the planarity on each face is obtained by projecting
the vertices of the starting mesh on the face best-fitting plane

(bottom image in Fig. 5). The higher surface smoothness,
thus provided by the flat faces assembly, is preferred over the
exact match at the edge midpoints, which, anyway, results in
the closest points of neighboring tiles.

By adopting this strategy, the edge midpoints of two ad-
jacent tiles will consequently be equipped with joints. There-
fore, inter-tile forces can only flow through their edges’ mid-
point and these joints, specifically. Since the tiles are aligned
with the principal stress directions, each tile is stressed
mainly along its cross directions. However, if present, shear
and bending forces can still be transferred through the con-
nector.

Practically, the tiles have a proper thickness, and the
extrusion of the disjointed flat faces along their normals
produces overlaps and gaps (Fig. 6), which are a function
of tile’s curvature and size (both edge size and thickness).
While gaps are acceptable to a certain extent, tile intersec-
tions are not feasible. The basic idea of the presented method
is to start by having gaps only and extruding the planar face,
which would minimize the gaps. Operating with a disjointed
mesh, as in the present case, means solving this complex
intersection problem in a discrete setup. Treating the inter-
ference of each prism individually would require solving a
complex iterative Boolean intersection that eventually would
not guarantee a global gap minimization.

In our approach, we proposed a simpler solution. It is
easier to compute the mesh o�set for both shell sides (yellow
and light blue meshes in Fig. 7), which produces, in the
general case, non-parallel and non-planar faces. Then, the
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Figure 5: From left: starting quad mesh; associated checkerboard mesh (the black faces are Varignon polygons of the starting mesh
faces); flattening individual faces of the starting mesh on the checkerboard, the resulting faces share edge midpoints; flattening
individual faces of the starting mesh on the best fitting plane obtaining a disjointed mesh.

Figure 6: The extrusion along the normal of the flat face
produces overlaps and gaps among the tiles (exaggerated
thickness).

vertices of the faces of both o�set meshes are projected on
the best-fitting plane, from which it is possible to gather
the maximum intersection area of the two projected quads
(Fig. 7). This operation leads to the minimum projected quad
in the more straightforward case, i.e., in convex or concave
areas. The intersection area can have multiple vertices in the
general case, as shown in the red polygon in Fig. 7. To con-
servatively restore the initial vertex number, vertices with
incident segments closest to colinear are culled, yielding the
green polygon. This straightforward approach preserves the
number of vertices per face and depends on the selected
thickness of the shell: the lower the thickness, the closer the
tiles. Attaining a fixed gap size is a more complex problem
and would require a dedicated optimization because the
curvature is variable. In the current approach, the obtained
gaps are the smallest possible. However, larger gaps, which
the concrete rheology may require of the final cast, can be
achieved by o�setting the yellow and light blue faces inward
by a desired amount.

Selecting the tiles’ size requires finding a trade-o� be-
tween shape fidelity and design economy. Overall, a coarser
mesh leads to fewer elements to design and install. A finer
mesh better approximates the target shape but turns into a
larger number of tiles, connections, cables, and more intense
construction works. For the Igloo case, a target edge length
of 0.7 m is considered, with the aim of favoring the homo-
geneity of tile size. Suppose being on a section of the shell
input shape, the target edge length can be regarded as a chord
that, at the maximum curvature of 0.229m*1, yields an angle
at the center of 4.61˝ and a sagitta of 0.015 m. This value
is the maximum distance between the shape and the center

of a mesh quad face. While the curvature lowers, the shape
approximation is even better: areas with smaller curvature
are smoother, and vice versa. Through the application of
the Best Fitting Plane projection in the construction process,
proximity between mesh face centers and edge midpoints
to the target shape is ensured. Consequently, the load paths
along the principal stress lines, traversing these points on flat
faces, are representative of the target shape. It is important
to note that while the use of plane projection may introduce
a greater distance around face vertices, these areas exhibit a
limited mechanical scope.

Cables lie by design on the mid-surface of the shell
to globally exert compression in plane once the structure
is post-tensioned. First, a large and distributed set of all
possible candidate cables is computed. Then, their pre-load
is found by solving an optimization problem (Sec. 3). Candi-
date cable paths are found by chaining the segments linking
pairs of opposite edge midpoints for each tile (Fig. 8a). Since
the quad mesh is aligned to the principal stress, the cable
paths are also aligned to them by construction.
Three conditions determine the discarding of cable paths
from the candidate set. The first condition discards paths that
are not terminating on the boundary. It can be the case of
closed loops or paths terminating on a singular point. Hence,
it is practically not possible to access the cable terminals
for exerting post-tensioning. The two other conditions are
based on path kinks. By design, the cable path through the
tiles is straight, while it has kinks at the connectors. Hence,
it is diverted and curves abruptly, pre-loading the tiles. The
cable curvature is a function of the angle and the gap between
the tiles. The allowable maximum cable curvature poses a
first limitation on the angle in 3D formed at the kinks, i.e.,
to avoid cable damage. The e�ciency of pre-loading poses
a second constraint. A kink is beneficial if it introduces a
transversal compression, which is obtained if the cable kink
locally lies in a plane orthogonal to the surface. Conversely,
the cable also induces an undesired in-plane shear if the
kink component on the surface tangent plane is relevant.
Therefore, a second constraint to limit the shear applies to
the angle formed by the cable segments projected on the
tangent plane at each kink.
The experiments in this paper adopt a single theoretical
condition ↵lim = 150˝ for the angle in 3D. The aim is
to avoid overconstraining the optimization space since the
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!

Figure 7: Removing overlaps: the offset meshes are projected on a plane and their intersection is modified to preserve the original
vertex number (the green polygon is kept while the red parts are culled). In the example the extrusion thickness t is exaggerated
for visualization purposes only.

α
α

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 8: Selection of cable paths: (a) closeup on candidate cable path (green) and discarded path (red); (b) all candidate and
discarded paths; (c) cables after the optimization as per Eq. (1) (the darker, the higher the pre-load).

more cables are discarded, the smaller the number of avail-
able combinations of cables and pre-loads to remove tension
from the tiles. The adopted value corresponds to an approx-
imate curvature radius of 10 diameters. With reference to
Fig. 8a, paths with ↵ < ↵lim are removed from the set of
valid cables.

To add redundancy and to fill the gaps between the tiles
while providing a finishing of the structure, an in situ cast
is arranged on the outer surface of the structure. This cast
embeds a fiberglass or steel wire mesh. As a last step of the
pipeline, wire mesh patches are designed as in Fig. 9. The
method is based on clustering portions of the outer surface
starting from a uniform distribution of seeds (Fig. 9a). Then,
the target double-curved surface is decomposed into devel-
opable flat patches with specific shapes and cuts to be laid on
the shell without significant distortions or wrinkles (Fig. 9b).
To comply with fabrication constraints, the number of seeds
is tuned to obtain patches that fit into the size of commer-
cially available sheets of material (Fig. 9c). The pipeline
results in a labeled set of prismatic tiles, cable segments, and
wire mesh patches, which are all easily fabricable.

3. Structural design

3.1. Model reduction and sizing

The complexity of designing the components of the
present structural system is due to the way they are combined
and the large number of material and geometric discontinu-
ities. Based on geometric and system features, this complex-
ity can be reduced by adopting simplifying hypotheses. The
mesh faces are aligned with the principal stress directions
as in Fig. 10, so the incoming actions on each tile are
primarily orthogonal to their edges. The tile shear is neg-
ligible. Additionally, the interaction of tiles is enforced only
through a connector at the edge mid side, so the force transfer
occurs only in that area. The connector also bridges the gaps
between the tiles. The tiles show a predominant strut-and-tie
behavior along the two crossing directions. Therefore, the
structure can be modeled as a grid of beams, where a pair
of crossing beams can replace each tile. For simplicity, the
model do not have gaps, and the beams have rigid joints at
the tile centers and the tile edges.
The reduced model has an additional practical use for the
intent of preliminary sizing the tile. Since the tile corners
are mostly inactive in this phase, the tile size and connection
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 9: Minimum distortion patches of wire mesh to lay on the top face of the shell: (a) developable patches; (b) flat sheets of
material; (c) 2D flat patches.

Figure 10: Reduced model derived from the force flow. The
tiles are aligned to the stress isolines, and the contact points
are only at the edge mid side.

detail can be designed by looking only at the compressive ax-
ial forces in the crossing beams. In particular, the thickness
and width of the beams are defined by the tile thickness and
C-profile length, respectively. The size can be updated after
the post-tensioning optimization (Sec. 3.2), when the cable
pre-loads have increased the compression. All experiments
of this paper adopt the same cross sections, 0.06ù0.18m (tile
thickness ù C-profile length), and the same C28/35 concrete
as a material.
The Serviceability Limit State (SLS) loads adopted in the
optimization is the sum of the structural weight and �qqk =
1.5 ù 0.5 kN_m2, where qk is the characteristic live load
and �q is the corresponding partial factor. Note that in this
phase, the additional in situ casted layer is considered as a
wet-concrete load, and its contribution in terms of sti�ness
is neglected to be on the safety side, as the only load-bearing
system was the post-tensioned tiling. At the starting condi-
tion (with no cables), the reduced model analysis confirms
the e�ectiveness of the meshing and the model reduction
strategies. It shows a prevailing axial regime (Fig. 11a), low
bending moments and shear forces (Fig. 12).

3.2. Post-tensioning optimization

The cable path is a polyline changing direction from tile
to tile. The pre-load can be seen as punctual forces exerted on
the shell at the kinks, which occur each time the cable path
is diverted at a connector. Thus, punctual deviation forces
are a�xed to the steel parts of the tiles, avoiding the risk of
failure due to local pressure. In this phase, post-tensioning
losses are neglected, so tangential pre-load components are
null, and the cable is uniformly tensioned. In the reduced
model, the cable overlaps a subset of beams, and the pre-load
e�ect is applied at the beam endpoints if a kink occurs as in
Fig. 13.
Given the j-th cable, its e�ect on the structure is modeled as
a vector of equivalent loads Fj acting at the kinks. Assuming
for simplicity to operate in a linear setup, the internal forces
in beams produced by each Fj can be superimposed on the
results of a linear analysis under service load. Furthermore,
because of linearity, the cable e�ect can be scaled by a factor,
i.e., its pre-load pj . Similarly to [33], selecting appropriate
cables and their accompanying pre-load requires the solution
of a constrained minimization problem:

min
…

ft(pj) (1)
s.t. 0 f pj f pmax (2)

where
≥

ft is the sum among all beams of only the positive
(tension) axial forces. The internal forces are pre-computed
for all configurations: one for the SLS scenario and one for
each cable equivalent-load scenario. In this latter case, a pre-
load of 1 kN is adopted so that its e�ect can be linearly scaled
and superimposed on the others to achieve the minimum of
the objective function. The value pj provides directly the pre-
load to be assigned to each cable. The equilibrium of the
structure holds as a superimposition of multiple equilibrium
conditions. Eq. (2) defines a limitation on the allowable pre-
stress on each cable.

The optimization problem of Eqs. 1-2 is solved using two
algorithms from the NLopt library [34] in sequence: CRS2,
for global evolutionary search, and BOBYQA, a derivative-
free local refinement. For the Igloo case study, the entire
cable set after filtering comprises 44 cables (see Fig. 8c).
A 8 mm diameter cable is adopted, having an allowable pre-
stress pmax = 50 kN . The optimization leads to a significant
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- 82.96 kN

6.86 kN

(a) (b)

Figure 11: Axial forces in the reduced model linear analysis: (a) starting shell under SLS loads; (b) shell deploying optimized
cables.

Table 1
Parameters adopted in the FE model.

Component FE type Material Density Young’s Mod. Poisson ratio Exp. coeff. Dimension
(kN/m3) (GPa) (m)

Tile S4R Concrete 25 32 0.3 - 0.06 (thick.)
Cable B31 Steel 78.5 210 0.3 1.20E-05 0.008 (diam.)
Connector RB3D2 - - - - - -

reduction of positive axial forces on the elements (-86.6 %),
as shown in Fig. 11b, and an overall improvement of the
shell statics (see Tab. 3 for additional results). The benefits
of cable pre-load in reducing also bending moments can not
be captured by the current model, as it is based only on
balancing internal axial forces and not beam stress.

4. Verification

The computational design has introduced several struc-
tural modeling and analysis simplifications to find the in-
ternal forces within a low computational time. However,
the lack of information concerning stress in the panels and
the need for a more appropriate simulation of the actual
structural elements suggest to perform a verification step.
For a precise evaluation of the structural performance, the
shell should be modeled with solid parts, including the
details of the connections and the force transfer from the ca-
bles. In particular, the components’ interface should include
adhesion between concrete and steel and nonlinear contacts
between the tiles. The simulation of the completed shell
should include the completion cast in a final stage, firstly as
a wet-concrete load only and later as an additional structural
layer adhering to the tiles. This strategy would increase
the simulation costs and introduce several uncertainties that
shall be solved at a later design level, eventually supported
by calibration through physical testing on parts of the shell
or its connection system.

The adopted strategy, instead, is more compatible with
the current detail level of a preliminary design and neglects
contact nonlinearities. The model relies on shell finite ele-
ments for the tiles, beams for the cables, and node constraints
for the contacts of the di�erent parts. This verification is
conducted through a geometrically nonlinear model built
and analyzed with the ABAQUS package [35]. The ver-
ification model is generated with an automated workflow
developed in conjunction with the algorithm employed for
the computational design in a Python environment.

As the outcome of the geometric design (Sec. 2), the
disjointed mesh is remeshed as a quad element with a subdi-
vision level 3. The mid side nodes of each tile are connected
with the neighboring ones with a 3-node polyline, represent-
ing a rigid joint between the tiles. The cable segments are
anchored at the central nodes of these polylines so that the
post-tensioning is transmitted through the connector to the
tiles. Each tile is clamped to the adjacent one through bolts
and plates. To model such bending restraint, the mesh nodes
belonging to a spherical neighborhood of each connector are
tied to the accompanying rigid node. The rigid body transfers
stress among tiles and cables but can have no stress. Fig. 14a
reports the finite element model of the Igloo case. All nodes
at the base of the shell have all degrees of freedom fixed. The
cable endpoints that are fixed to the ground have pin joints.
The materials used in the analysis are linear elastic isotropic;
their specifications are provided according to Sec. 3, and are
reported with the accompanying finite elements in Tab. 1.
As shown in the schematics of the connection (Fig. 14b),
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Figure 12: Other internal forces in the reduced model linear
analysis at the starting condition under SLS loads, from top:
in-plane shear, in-plane and out-of-plane bending moments.

the interface of the tiles is the most critical point of the
model. The rigid body connecting the tiles (RB3D2 finite
element, green in Fig. 14b) is referenced with its midpoint
(blue). The cable segments (B31 finite elements, in red) are
anchored with pins. Even though the connection of the tiles
through the rigid bodies would be highly conservative as it
is akin to a pin joint, the shell mesh (S4R finite elements)
would lack restraints and be unstable. Instead, the mesh
vertices on both sides of the rigid body, as highlighted in

Figure 13: Cable post-tensioning: equivalent load applied at
the kinks of cable paths (in green); resulting force at a node
from a uniform pre-load.

orange in Fig. 14b, are tied to the reference node to provide
a more realistic constraint. All elements are merging or
interacting only around the rigid body. For instance, cables
and shells share no contact. As this connection may appear
over-conservative, please consider that bending sti�ness also
arises from the interaction of vertical faces of adjacent tiles
if properly considered as 3D elements.
The analysis simulates the assembly stages of the shell and
consists of two steps ramping three loads:

• a gravity load pertaining to all bodies endowed with
a density as for the dead load, applied at step 1 and
propagated;

• a post-tensioning load applied on the cables, applied
at step 1 and propagated;

• a uniform load simulating the SLS on the tile faces,
applied at step 2.

The cable post-tensioning is introduced as a custom temper-
ature field on each cable segment based on the optimization
results. Thus, a negative temperature variation induces a
shrink in the segment, simulating the e�ect of cable sliding
and force transfer without pre-load losses. Likewise, an exact
simulation of the real mechanics of the present structures
would have required three stages: post-tensioning of cables
and dead load, shell completion, and live load. The possi-
bility of mobilizing an additional sti�ness provided by the
completion of in situ casting is not taken into account.

Figs. 15 and 16 report the main results of the verifi-
cation analysis at the end of load step 2. Results reveal
that the shell has a good sti�ness under SLS loads as the
higher deformation occurring on the tiles is located on the
largest opening and is smaller than 4 mm (Fig. 15 top),
with reference to the maximum span of 14.5 m. The other
two frames of Fig. 15 show the maximum and minimum
principal stress on the tiles. The most interesting feature is
that the stress fields are aligned with the tiling directions,
demonstrating the e�ectiveness of the adopted segmentation
strategy. The maximum principal stress is relatively low and
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(a) (b)

Figure 14: Verification model: (a) assembled Abaqus model with closeup (shell elements in gray, cables in red, rigid bodies
reference points are yellow crosses); (b) schematics of the connection in an exaggerated perspective view (rigid body in green
with its reference point in blue, orange spheres indicate shell nodes that are tied to the reference point).

overall smaller than 1 MPa. The only exception is a peak in
the left top support caused by the external constraint. The
minimum principal stress is limited to a small range of up to
-7.7 MPa. The contour map denotes the formation of a grid
of load paths following the stress isolines on the ideal shell
(see Fig. 4b) and the cable paths, accordingly. Ideally, the
maximum utilization areas overlap the beams of the reduced
model, confirming that the adopted model reduction strategy
is suitable for preliminary sizing as the corners of the tiles
are less utilized parts and can be neglected. The current and
the reduced model are in agreement in terms of stress, being
-7.68 MPa in compression 0.63 MPa in tension the values
computed with the axial forces in Fig. 11.
The reduced model can not provide information on the
cables’ status since they are treated as equivalent loads.
Instead, the cables are explicitly included in the verification
model, even if each cable segment is treated as if it is
independent for simplicity. Fig. 16 displays the cable usage
in terms of axial forces. All cables are active, and there is no
decompression due to other loads. The maximum axial force
reaches the value of about 60 kN as a joint e�ect of pre-load
and force induced by external loading.

5. Implementation and results

Several shapes are considered to demonstrate the validity
of the present concept (see Fig. 17). All of them are input to
the design pipeline with the aim of proving that they can
perform with a su�cient load-bearing capacity. The shapes
are characterized by various sizes, geometric features, open-
ings, and boundary conditions (Tab. 2). Arch and Hypar
have a predominantly negative Gaussian curvature and rely
on few supports. All others are funicular or quasi-funicular
shapes. In particular, Neumunster, named after the famous
grid shell in Luxembourg, is pillow-shaped and continuously
supported along the boundary.
The geometric design pipeline is implemented in Rhino-
Grasshopper environment [36], the starting mesh is derived
from the Rhino quad remesher, using as guides the stress
isolines, which are an output of a linear static analysis in
Karamba3D [37]. The optimization also uses static analysis

feedback provided by the solver Karamba3D. For the opti-
mization, the plugin [38] implementing the NLOPT library
is used. All examples implement the same design strategies
and share the same parameters so that the structural system
is uniform:

• the examples have various sizes and number of faces;
however, they are remeshed targeting a similar average
edge length of 0.70 m since, for discrete structural
systems to be comparable, grid spacing and topology
should be kept uniform;

• the tiles used in all examples have constant thickness
t = 0.06 m and the same connection design with the
embedded steel C-profile;

• cables have 8 mm diameter and an allowable pre-stress
pmax = 50 kN;

• material properties are specified in Tab. 1;

• the structural elements of the reduced model are sized
as in Sec. 3, the dead load is computed from the
material density and geometry of the cross sections,
while the SLS loads (including the remaining dead) is
applied as a lumped load on each tile center;

• each cable is initialized with a pre-load of 1 kN,
the pre-loads are updated by solving the optimization
problem in Eqs. 1-2;

• material and geometric non-linearities are neglected
in all cases for the reduced model analysis.

Tab. 3 reports the representative results for all examples.
The objective function, i.e., the sum of axial tension force,
is significantly reduced (up to a complete removal) after
deploying cables with optimized tension. In all cases, the
sti�ness of the structure is improved or at least preserved, as
suggested by the maximum displacement. The cables cause
an increase of compression forces from +3% for the Arch to
+135% for the Igloo. However, the maximum stress among
all cases is 9.45 MPa for the Hypar and results well within
the concrete strength limit. The pre-compression induced
by the cable post-tensioning improves the reliability of the
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Table 2
Dataset statistics (with reference to Fig. 17): Case name, axis-aligned bounding box size, number of faces of the mesh equaling
the number of tiles, number of connection details (including either connection between tiles and on the open boundary), average
edge length of the tiles, surface area and number of valid cables used in the optimization.

Case name Size Num. faces Num. conn Avg. edge length Surface Num. cables
F  C Él S j

(mxmxm) (m) (m2)

Arch 3.24x20.95x4.85 128 292 0.73 69.12 36
Hypar 8.78x11.75x4.32 158 341 0.67 70.70 29
Igloo 14.85x13.00x4.73 269 574 0.74 150.85 44
Lilium 17.96x19.67x5.00 639 1293 0.81 398.78 23
Neumunster 10.00x20.00x2.50 483 1006 0.66 219.98 46
Sail 11.33x11.00x3.19 170 348 0.78 102.31 18

Table 3
Analysis results from the reduced model under SLS loads (Start condition) and after the post-tensioning optimization (Optimized).
The table reports the maximum Euclidean displacement �max, the ratio of the maximum displacement to the maximum span S,
the maximum axial compression and tension (fc,max and ft,max, respectively), the sum of tension forces

≥
ft, and finally the tension

reduction in the objective function �.

Case name Start condition Optimized Reduction

�max �max_S fc,max ft,max
≥

ft �max �max_S fc,max ft,max
≥

ft
(m) - (kN) (kN) (kN) (m) - (kN) (kN) (kN) (%)

Arch 0.004 0.0002 49.62 2.21 12.36 0.004 0.0002 51.30 0.00 0.00 -100.00
Hypar 0.050 0.0043 77.98 36.07 481.14 0.050 0.0043 102.12 0.00 0.00 -100.00
Igloo 0.020 0.0014 35.30 8.06 582.54 0.020 0.0014 82.96 6.86 78.07 -86.60
Lilium 0.006 0.0002 30.56 6.91 224.71 0.006 0.0002 66.46 0.78 7.55 -96.64
Neumunster 0.005 0.0003 30.50 7.35 359.85 0.004 0.0002 69.34 4.47 75.90 -78.91
Sail 0.080 0.0075 59.52 10.85 426.22 0.060 0.0056 84.36 10.44 98.19 -76.96

system as the decompression risk and formation of cracks
are mitigated, and the material is more e�ciently used.
Regardless, tension forces that can not be canceled are still
very low (less than 1 MPa in the Sail case).
Overall, the structural improvement strongly depends on the
shape geometry and its statics-driven tessellation. Indeed,
irregularities on the mesh, such as mesh singularities and
local distortions of the grid, introduce discontinuities in the
flow of forces. Moreover, these points are usually not crossed
by cables because of the filtering in Sec. 2, reducing the
chances of local tension forces being caught by a cable. For
instance, the Arch example has regular geometry and mesh,
two cables crossing all its tiles, and the space of variables is
quite ample so that a solution with a null objective function
can be more likely found. Conversely, the Neumunster ex-
ample has quite an irregular mesh, although it has the best
possible shape and boundary condition. For this example,
6 over 52 cables are filtered out, thus reducing the design
space. For the proposed system, good meshing is a trade-o�
of smoothness and fidelity to the stress field.

A shell has been fabricated in a small-scale context as a
practical feasibility proof of these structures. The fabrication
pipeline is developed from the geometric design outcome
and provides the labeled tiles and cables to fabricate or cut.
The final aim is to assess the assembly routine on a scale
model as in Fig. 18. The tiles are 3D-printed with PLA

material, and for each edge midpoint, they are provided with
a pin that can be used to tie the adjacent tile using a rubber
band. This detail mimics the plates and bolts provided in
the full-scale system and allows a cantilevering assembly
procedure without sca�olding. The tile has a 3D printed
label, and its alignment provides the correct positioning on
the ideal surface. Labeling all tile midpoints could be a more
reliable system for a large scale or a di�erent fabrication
technique. The start and end labels unambiguously define
cables, as the example is relatively simple to guess all cable
paths without computation. At completion, the cables are
tensioned and locked with an anchor. A 3D digital model
supported the assembly.

6. Conclusions

This paper presents a design method that is an alternative
to traditional concrete shells in mechanics and fabrication.
It is expected to be highly competitive for non-standard
shapes, o�ering cost savings. The method is rooted in a
new structural concept and exploits an automated pipeline
to deliver segmented shells made of prismatic tiles, which
are easily fabricable and can be handily assembled to form
a proper structure. To guarantee discrete tiles to develop
a suitable load-bearing scheme, the meshing adopted an
alignment to the principal stress directions, and to avoid
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Figure 15: Staged nonlinear analysis results from the verifica-
tion model. Shell parts only at the end of load step 2, from top:
displacement magnitude, maximum in-plane principal stress,
minimum in-plane principal stress. Displacement units are m;
stress units are kPa.

detachment, the tiles are post-tensioned utilizing optimal
embedded cables.
The method works for complex shapes having various ge-
ometric features. It can handle several design variables to
tune the sti�ness and strength of the final solution. However,
the e�ciency of this system is higher in areas of double
curvature where the geometry of the shape and the post-
tensioning load provide the best contribution. In a prelim-
inary assessment, the produced structures appear quite sti�
and robust. The main limitation of this method is that the in-
put shape is required to be a membrane or quasi-membrane.
In the presence of flat and cantilevering parts, the bending
moments can hardly be balanced by a plausible in-plane
configuration of cables. Moreover, the mechanical model
adopted here is not able to catch the potential reduction
of bending-induced tensile stress. A fundamental step is
delivering the initial quad mesh, which is required to have
regular and stress-aligned tiles. Moreover, the meshing can

Figure 16: Staged nonlinear analysis results from the verifica-
tion model. Cables view only at the end of load step 2: axial
forces. Force units kN.

strongly influence the chances of e�ectively post-tensioning
the shell since it is responsible for the cables’ placement.
Several topics deserve further research e�orts. On the struc-
tural side, the system relies on multiple redundancy layers,
such as post-tensioning, bending sti�ness of the connectors,
and completion cast. However, their contribution to the stat-
ics and stability is to be investigated. The structural model
adopted, as a grid of beams in accordance with the meshing
and load transfer mechanism, could represent a lower-bound
solution. The structural response has been evaluated with
more advanced simulation. However, it is still not su�cient
to understand all aspects a�ecting the structural behavior.
Solid simulation is recommended, considering the tiles’
contacts and a real-scale testing campaign.
On the practical side, the essential topic is investigating fab-
rication tolerances and the e�ect of the size of the gaps be-
tween the tiles. Production and physical experiments could
provide relevant insight to improve the design method. The
assembly is also an open problem. The assembly of the
small-scale prototype has revealed a potential for building
some portions of the shell in a self-supporting fashion. This
attitude is a function of the geometry and the statics and can
provide room for future investigation.

Data availability

Data will be released on request upon paper acceptance.
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